Evaluation of Mechanical Beaters in Coffee Harvesting
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Abstract: Two portable devices were evaluated for coffee harvesting. The Italian-made MAIBO beater (harvest tool), used for coffee harvesting in Brazil, and the beater designed by Cenicafé (CENICAFE-I), which removes fruits by applying pressure to the clusters that have a higher content of ripe fruits. The research was conducted in two stages. In the first, the two beaters were compared using 60 experimental units of seven trees each. The CENICAFE-I beater presented the better quality in the harvested coffee and used an equal amount of time per tree. In the second stage, the performance of the CENICAFE-I beater was compared with the traditional manual method, using an commutative experimental design with 50 plots (replicates) of 14 trees each; randomly assigning seven trees in each plot to each method. The CENICAFE-I beater, without a manual resweep, increased the operational yield by 305.7% as compared to that of the traditional manual method. With an immediate, manual resweep, the operational yields were equal for the two methods. The quality of the coffee collected with the CENICAFE-I was lower than that of manual harvesting and was not acceptable by Colombian standards. In order to reduce the cost of harvesting by 10% when using a pneumatically actuated CENICAFE-I beater, one must achieve yields greater than 40 kg h⁻¹ or 60 kg h⁻¹ when operating 400 or 200 h/year, respectively.
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Colombia produces coffee on the slopes of three mountain ranges and the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, predominantly at altitudes of 1,000-2,000 masl. There are soils of sandy to clayey, with terrains that range from flat to undulating (slope less than 25%) to steep (slope greater than 75%); and most are of volcanic origin with different degrees of evolution.

The climate is determinant in the distribution of the coffee harvest: a dry period, pronounced in the early part of the year, characterizes the regions of the north and gives rise to a single harvest between October and December; the regions with two periods of lower rainfall/year (central region) produce two crops, the principal one is October to December and the second one is April to June; and in the southern zone the mid-year dry period leads to a harvest between April and June (Gómez et al., 1991).

Harvesting is done by hand, collecting mature fruits that present in clusters, which only occasionally contain more than 50% mature fruits (Oliveros et
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al., 2005; Diaz et al., 2009); four-year-old trees of the Castillo® variety have averaged 54 branches of 68 cm in length (Alvarado and Ochoa, 2006). The distance between the rows varies from 1.0 to 1.5 m. The average yield at harvest, according to Duke and Dussan (2004), is 82.6 kg/day. The price paid at harvest depends on several factors, including the supply of mature fruits at collection, which, according to the authors, have reduced manual labor by at least 25% and collection costs by 14%.

Barros et al. (1995), cited by Silva et al. (1997), in tests comparing Agromatica mechanical beaters to manual labor, obtained: an increase in yield of 80%, an efficacy of 90%, and mechanical damage (broken branches) exceeding 40%. Defoliation was similar in both coffee collection methods.

Silva et al. (1998) evaluated the coffee harvest with mechanical beaters on three plantations in Minas Gerais (Brazil), cultivated with the Mundo Novo variety with ages of 5, 10 and 12 years and planting patterns of 4.0 m x 0.7 m, 3.8 m x 0.7 m and 3.5 m x 2.0 m; two stems per site, and on slopes of 4, 7 and 15%. The percentage of immature fruits at harvest time were 33.5, 12.5 and 32.0%, respectively. A 5.22 kW compressor actuated the beaters, which discharged 600 liters/min of air at a pressure of 10 bar, which allowed two beaters to operate simultaneously. The beaters, as with manual harvest, were operated two at time on the same tree (one on each side). At a working pressure of 7 bar, the frequency of the beaters was 900 cpm. According to the authors, the mechanical beaters made more effective use of labor in the coffee harvest on the farm conditions evaluated in Minas Gerais (Brazil), the need for which was reduced by between 27 and 56%.

In Colombia, Herrón (1996) reported results from Agromatica beaters in 6-year-old coffee plots of the Caturra variety, planted at 1 m x 1 m. In plot No. 1, the slope was 20% and the degree of maturation 25%. In plot No. 2, the slope was 12% and the maturation percentage 40%. The mechanical beaters were employed on all branches that had coffee. The results of this evaluation were: high percentage of immature harvested cherry mass in both groups (50%); high defoliation (above 40%); 100% flower and forming bean detachment; beans close to the trunk did not detach; manual resweeping was required to harvest the beans that were not detached by the beaters; there was difficulty in capturing detached beans, even in lots with relatively low slopes (10%); a team of two beaters required 5 workers. Based on the above results, this technology was not considered feasible for the coffee growing conditions in Colombia.
Oliveros (1996) evaluated the performance of a MAIBO brand mechanical beater with smaller impactors than the Agromatica equipment, each with 6 bars 155 mm in length and 5 bars 73 mm in length. The tests were conducted in two plots of 500 trees, planted with four-year-old Caturra and Colombia varieties with 1.0 m between trees in the same row and 2.0 m between rows. The slope in both plots was below 20%. To increase the concentration of ripe fruit and decrease the applied force for detachment, Ethrel (2-chloroethyl-phosphonic acid) was applied, 120 mg of commercial product/tree, 15 days before harvest with the MAIBO equipment. The equipment was operated at a pressure of 10 bars. The yields obtained were 32.1 and 25.1 kg h\(^{-1}\), in fields planted with v. Caturra and v. Colombia, respectively. The content of immature coffee in the harvested mass was between 19.4 and 29.1%, respectively, well above the maximum required limit (2.5%).

In order to adapt the beaters to the ripening conditions present in coffee cultivation in Colombia and facilitate their employment in times of increased harvest, the Italian equipment beaters were replaced with 290 mm long impactors, with teeth dimensions of 50 mm at the base and 20 mm at the end, using PVC pipe with a 114 mm (6”) diameter, cut longitudinally (Figure 1). With the new actuators, the clusters were compressed to detach the larger fruits, which generally require less force to detach than immature and unripe fruits.

Figure 1. Coffee harvest beater designed by Cenicafé (CENICAFE I).

The new beater, called CENICAFE-I, was evaluated in a laboratory at pressures of 5 and 7 bars (Oliveros, 1997). Branches were attached to a device that simulated the junction with a trunk. Before each trial, the percentage of mature, half-ripe and immature fruits present in each branch was determined. The clusters with the highest percentage of half-ripe and ripe fruits (fruits with physiological maturity) were beaten. The minimum time employed per branch was 0.39 s and the maximum 7.7 s. The lowest percentage of immature fruit was obtained with a working pressure of 5 bars for the CENICAFE-I beater.

The force with which the CENICAFE-I beats a bunch was determined in a laboratory by measuring the strain experienced by a stainless steel beam (14 mm wide, 6.35 mm thick and 180 mm in length) using a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT, with a range of 0 to 5 cm) placed at the end of the beam and a Sp 200 OMEGA signal processor. At a working pressure of 10 bar, the force at the end of the CENICAFE-I beater was 78.49 N and at 5 bars, 47.3 N; well above the values required to detach immature and ripe fruit at a tension of 8-10 N (Álvarez et al., 1999).

The purpose of this research was to technically and economically evaluate two beaters in coffee harvesting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Location. This research was conducted at the Estación Central Naranjal, of the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones de Café (Cenicafé), located at 4° 59’ North latitude, 75° 39’ West longitude, in Chinchiná (Caldas), at an altitude of 1,400 masl, with an average temperature and humidity of 20.8 °C and 78%, and annual rainfall of 2,656 mm; with the fourth harvest of v. Colombia crops, planted with a row spacing of
1.5 m and 1.0 m between plants, on slopes less than 15%.

**Materials.** For the tests, a MAIBO BK/14MC compressor was used with beaters or “combs” made of nylon (Olistar model) with Olistar MT1 extenders and two AW/M1 hose reels with 100 m of 6 x 8 hose each (Figure 2). Technical details of the compressor are shown in Table 1.

The beaters used in the present study were as described by Table 2.

**Table 1.** Technical details of the compressor used for the MAIBO equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Air Flow L. min⁻¹</th>
<th>Tank volume L</th>
<th>Power kW</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>Working pressure bar</th>
<th>Dimensions mm</th>
<th>Weight kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK/14 MC</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>800x1000</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** The Italian-made MAIBO beater (A) and the beater designed by Cenicafé-CENICAFE-I (B).

**Table 2.** Physical characteristics of the MAIBO and CENICAFE-I beaters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beater</th>
<th>Blades or fingers</th>
<th>Work area mm x mm</th>
<th>Weight* g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAIBO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long: 6</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>240 x 155</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short: 5</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENICAFE-I</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>290 x 125</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Weight of one beater element.

Additionally the study used: poly-shade mesh (50 m); one stopwatch; one balance with a range of 0-5 kg and sensitivity of 0.1 g; one balance with a range of 0-100 kg and sensitivity of 1 g.

Two stages were used to achieve the objective proposed in this research: first, the MAIBO and CENICAFE-I beaters were evaluated using poly-shade mesh to catch the fruits. In the second stage, we assessed the beater that had the best performance compared to manual harvesting.

**First stage**

**Selecting the best beater.** The collection team in charge of operating the beaters consisted of four people (two to operate the beaters and two for manually resweeping the trees, especially toward the
The number of trees to be harvested in each work cycle was 7 (experimental unit).

The work cycle with each mechanical beater was composed of the following activities: place mesh in the rows of the collection, as close as possible to the tree trunk; striking the clusters of fruit with the beaters, mainly those with a higher proportion of mature fruits, two beaters acting simultaneously on each tree; manually resweeping the trees; collect the mesh; remove leaves and other light impurities; pack the coffee.

Operators, with a better than average performance in manual harvesting, were selected for the beaters, according to collection sheets. Before the tests were conducted, the operators were trained for the new harvest method.

The beaters were employed in three sweeps of the principal harvest at the Estación Central Naranjal. The experimental unit (EU) consisted of seven trees, in whose rows poly-shade meshes were placed to reap the detached fruits. The total number of experimental units employed for each beater was 60, twenty for each collection sweep. The experimental units were allocated as follows: at random for either equipment in the first experimental unit and then systematic alteration of the equipment.

Before harvesting the coffee in each EU, a tree was randomly selected (called the reference tree) to determine the number of ripe, half-ripe and immature fruits. With the information on the number of mature fruits, an inference was made of the number of mature fruits for harvesting in each EU, which was used as a covariate in the assessment of equipment performance.

In preliminary tests with mechanical beaters, it was found that there are two types of coffee losses: a) due to fruit thrown by beaters away from the planned collection and b) due to fruits that are not retained by the mesh in areas close to the stem of harvested trees. For quantification of the former, seven meter-long poly-shade mesh was placed in the rows around the work; the fruits were collected and weighed (Pfli, where i indicate the experimental unit). The latter, attributable to difficulties in the placement of mesh, was obtained by collecting and weighing the fruit deposited in the furrow of each tree (Pmi, where i indicates the experimental unit).

Operators, with a better than average performance in manual harvesting, were selected for the beaters, according to collection sheets. Before the tests were conducted, the operators were trained for the new harvest method.

The beaters were employed in three sweeps of the principal harvest at the Estación Central Naranjal. The experimental unit (EU) consisted of seven trees, in whose rows poly-shade meshes were placed to reap the detached fruits. The total number of experimental units employed for each beater was 60, twenty for each collection sweep. The experimental units were allocated as follows: at random for either equipment in the first experimental unit and then systematic alteration of the equipment.

Before harvesting the coffee in each EU, a tree was randomly selected (called the reference tree) to determine the number of ripe, half-ripe and immature fruits. With the information on the number of mature fruits, an inference was made of the number of mature fruits for harvesting in each EU, which was used as a covariate in the assessment of equipment performance.

In preliminary tests with mechanical beaters, it was found that there are two types of coffee losses: a) due to fruit thrown by beaters away from the planned collection and b) due to fruits that are not retained by the mesh in areas close to the stem of harvested trees. For quantification of the former, seven meter-long poly-shade mesh was placed in the rows around the work; the fruits were collected and weighed (Pfli, where i indicate the experimental unit). The latter, attributable to difficulties in the placement of mesh, was obtained by collecting and weighing the fruit deposited in the furrow of each tree (Pmi, where i indicates the experimental unit).

With the above information, the beaters were evaluated in four basic aspects (performance indicators): effectiveness, efficiency, quality and losses, through the mean ratio parameters of detachment, average yield, average proportion of mature harvested mass (physical quality) and average loss. To select the best beater, the performance indicators were compared according to a t-test at 5%.

**Second stage**

**Comparison of the best beater with traditional hand harvesting.** For this purpose, a group of four capable collectors was formed; homogeneous in manual collection performance, according to collection sheets and the field supervisor (known in Colombia as the cutting boss). This group worked with the two harvest methods, in the peak week of the principal harvest in 50 plots (replicates) of 14 trees. Each method was applied 50 times on parcels of seven trees (A and B), assigned randomly within each plot, according to a commutative experimental design, as shown in Table 3 for the first two and the last two parcels.

For each harvest method, mature fruit detachment (efficacy), quality of the harvested mass and losses were determined following the procedure described in the first stage. In each plot, a reference tree was selected to record mature fruits for harvesting. The coffee losses to the ground, with the traditional method, were determined in each plot by weighing the fruits retained in the poly-shade mesh placed in the rows.
Table 3. Assignment of the harvest methods (beater and manual) in the parcels of repetitions 1, 2, 49 and 50.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Parcel</th>
<th>Harvest Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Beater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To estimate the cost of coffee harvested with beaters ($ kg⁻¹ of cherries), the methodology proposed by Philips (1970), was used, which considered fixed costs, variable costs, the effect (economic) caused by technology (coffee quality, mainly) and losses of coffee (non-detached fruit and fallen to the ground fruit).

The value of new equipment: $12,318,712 (Colombian Pesos, COP). The value of the interest and insurance: FTD (11%) and $266,200 COP/year (according to Agrícola de Seguros), respectively. Return on investment: 10 years.

Operating costs of the harvester (labor, fuel, oil): according to the current minimum wage + 40% to cover required benefits. Fuel costs are calculated from the experimentally measured average consumption (1.25 L of gasoline h⁻¹) and the value of fuel ($8,800 COP/gallon, regular gasoline). The cost of oil is obtained considering that it should be changed every 100 h of work, as recommended by the manufacturer.

Hours/year of use of the equipment: 200 and 300 h; equipment lifespan: five years; equipment performance: 40 to 100 kg of fruits h⁻¹; the number of operators used: two.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First stage

Table 4 presents the results obtained in the first stage. Given that the strategy used in the harvest with mechanical beaters only impacted clusters with a high percentage of mature fruits (over 50%) and complemented manual resweeping, the collecting efficiency with the two beaters was high, similar to the best values observed in manual harvest CENICAFE studies.

Similar to what was observed in Brazil (Silva et al., 2004), with the working method: beaters and manual resweep), the productivity of the labor was increased, by reducing the average collection time per tree of more than 3 minutes (observed by CENICAFE) to about 2 minutes (considering the time of two operators, Table 4).

The quality of the collection, represented by the proportion of mature fruits in the harvest mass, was better with the CENICAFE-I beater (64.54%) than the MAIBO beater (46.0%). Although this represents a significant value relative to that reported by Herrón

Table 4. Harvest performance of the MAIBO and CENICAFE-I beaters in the first stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beater</th>
<th>Initial Mature Fruit %</th>
<th>Efficacy %</th>
<th>Time/Tree* min</th>
<th>Quality %</th>
<th>Loss %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAIBO</td>
<td>54.5 a</td>
<td>98.9 a</td>
<td>0.91 a</td>
<td>46.0 b</td>
<td>6.5 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENICAFE-I</td>
<td>56.2 a</td>
<td>98.4 a</td>
<td>1.04 a</td>
<td>64.5 a</td>
<td>2.1 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values with the same letters in a column do not differ significantly at 5% significance level. *Two operators working simultaneously on each tree.
(1996), the harvest quality was far from those obtained with the traditional manual collection (minimum 80% of mature fruits).

Although there was no statistical difference in average losses of fruits with the two beaters, with the CENICAFE-I beater, 100% of the obtained fruit averages were less than 4%, less than the maximum permitted in the integrated management of the coffee berry borer, 5% (Bustillo, 2002). With the MAIBO beater, only 43% of the averages were below this value. This result is attributable to the design and operation of each beater. Given that the CENICAFE-I beater achieved the best harvest quality it was selected for the second stage.

**Second Stage**

Table 5 presents the results obtained in the second stage and Figure 3 shows some aspects of the CENICAFE-I beater.

Table 5. Harvest parameters obtained by CENICAFE-I beater and traditional hand harvesting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mature fruits for harvest</th>
<th>Yield, kg.h⁻¹-operator⁻¹</th>
<th>Green fruits in the harvest mass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Without resweep</td>
<td>With resweep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>25.1 a</td>
<td>8.7 a</td>
<td>3.2 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENICAFE-I</td>
<td>26.6 a</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>6.7 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values with the same letters in a column do not differ significantly at 5% significance level.

**Figure 3.** Personnel and equipment used to harvest coffee with a CENICAFE-I beater (A-B); state of the trees after sweeping with a CENICAFE-I beater (C) and harvest quality with a CENICAFE-I beater (D).
Although the evaluation was conducted in the principal harvest, the percentage of mature fruits on the trees was very low, less than 30%. The number of mature fruits to harvest/tree for the fourth harvest was also low (326). The effectiveness of ripe fruit detachment, yield and losses were equal with the methods evaluated. The yield with the manual method was low, characterized by sweeps with low offerings of ripe fruit. With the CENICAFE-I beater, the yield was also low, attributable to the mentioned tree conditions and the excessive time taken to work with the meshes, which allowed use of the equipment for only 25% of the day, as shown in Figure 4. In situations with a low supply of harvestable, mature fruits, the time required per tree by the operator is high, as it takes more time to locate clusters with a high proportion of mature fruits (> 50%) and to position the impact solely upon them. Losses of coffee with both methods were high; the technology used to capture fruit with mechanical beaters needs to be improved.

![Figure 4. Activities and participation in the harvest with mechanical beaters.](image)

The potential yield at harvest with the CENICAFE-I beater is also seen in Table 5. For the conditions offered with the ripe fruit in the plots, the collection was high. Therefore, by improving the collection of fruit detached by a beater, performance could be increased by more than 100% as compared to manual harvesting, as reported on coffee plantations of Brazil, with the Agromatica equipment (Silva et al., 1998).

**Collection costs with mechanical beaters.** Figure 5 shows the costs of collection with the MAIBO equipment, considering two working times per year (200 and 400 hours) and the price paid for manual collection ($400 COP kg⁻¹, in the principal harvest of 2011 in central coffee region); 10% immature fruits in the harvested coffee was considered the maximum in the peak of the harvest. The mass of immature harvested coffee became equivalent to mature coffee, considering average weights for immature and mature of 1.2 g of 2.0 g, respectively. The price of dried coffee was assumed to be equal to $5,600 COP kg⁻¹ and the benefit cost of coffee as $200 COP kg⁻¹ of cps.

![Figure 5. Coffee harvest costs with MAIBO and CENICAFE-I beaters.](image)
When the MAIBO equipment is used 400 h per year and the yield is greater than 35 kg h⁻¹, an equilibrium is reached with respect to the amount paid in traditional, manual harvesting. When using it only 200 hours a year, the equilibrium point is reached with a yield that is greater than 55 kg h⁻¹, which would be possible with a coffee load and ripe fruit concentration greater than 1.0 kg/tree and 50%, respectively. In order to reduce the cost of coffee collection 10%, yield must surpass 40 kg h⁻¹ and 60 kg h⁻¹, with a working time of 400 and 200 h/year, respectively.

In order to reduce the cost of equipment and facilitate their use in different crops such as coffee, olives and chestnuts, among others, beaters are currently being manufactured such as the ones evaluated in this research, along with foliage shakers, called "derríadoras" in Brazil (Diaz et al., 2009), that use internal combustion engines of less than 1.5 kW and DC power of 550 W.

CONCLUSIONS

Beaters are devices that generate mechanical forces and bending that cause the nonselective detachment of coffee fruit. With the beater designed by Cenicafé to detach the fruits in the clusters, a better quality harvest was achieved than with the MAIBO beater. However, the percentage of immature fruit in the harvested mass was high, 21%, in sweeps with low concentrations of ripe fruit (25.1 to 26.6%). Therefore, mechanical beaters could be used as an alternative in coffee harvesting in Colombia only in regions with high harvest concentrations, such as the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. In order to make this equipment more efficient, the exploration of alternatives for use in the field is required, such as not immediately resweeping by hand and developing technology to quickly gather the detached fruits on coffee plantations with row spacing greater than 1.5 m and slopes up to 50%.
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